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OSEPHINE CARSON

^veiist, age 60 nn

Interviewed by Gloria Prym
18 June 1979, San Francisco

(kbli * potf,

In your novels, your pruTagonists are writers, ,
Did you write when you were a child?

_g„ja«aisihjja^I made up plays,
S^her was a Canadian-Irish immigrant,

— X “hTyinTr I was always writin
jf I didn't really icnDw—it; ^ ^

a great story teller, a great dandy shs, very dappier and handsome,
danced well, and sang a lot, loved women, very much a liver.^
My mother was a Southern belle. My mother's side of the family
was very influential on my writing because her mother, after
raising six children in a very long and happy marriage, at 75
fell and broke her hip and became a writer. Sks VThen I was 14,
she dictated two to. me- on the ^ivnewriter^ ..It was
a very important phenom
no self-consciousness^+
create a book.

she didn't even have a fuli^ high school education, but made up
stories.

and'e. ●

nothing about what it meant to
she couldn't. She never read.

Wo

She was very interested in writing. She wrote acouple of articles
but she never published them. She was unmotivated and unable to
bring off her writing. I think with some help she would have
done soinething. But she w.as a very creative person, a
designer. She was rather haughty, she needed to be served, had
servants.

m ,

s

SsBzyBSKxassBBUs^xixxmHiiixhsxxWere you considered artistic?

I \*as considered a clown. And an actress. Everyone assumed
I would be an actress because I was a mimic, I could sing and
dance. But I think I was shy in certain ways that no one knew.
Which kept me from moving in that direction. 'i-m±ght"ha.'ve done-^
WT7±3rto otudy "incrir* hpnftmm I -lovod it ond I was a Tiat\aral.

anxss

Yes.

Were you encop^aged?

Yes, but my mother was so indulgent and the pleasure principle
operated so strongly in our lives that I was never motivated
to stick with anything. If they had asked that I really tr*
I would have done it. I would have done it for them. My mother
always said, if you really want to do it, you will. Just so you
like it. She didn't care what my grades were like in school,

ithe^decisive point in our lives came with the
L,”^'w®8K^Wped my aidaar father out economically. He

fail.
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That was the tragedy in my parents lives and the beginning of
their collapse,
himself to death really,
lived together again.
I was devoted to him and was his favorite which was hard on my

siblings, who both became alcoholic also. My total family was
alcohilic. I guess I was selected out as an adolescent to take
my father's place, to take care of my mother. My brother ultkaately
committed suicide. (10 year lapse between first version of First
Man—mother had stroke, brother killed himself did very little
work—crucial period because first became enthusisatic about work).

Your adolescents was important to you—your books deal
with that period in your heroines lives—

My father drankThey both became alcoholics.
After I was about 16, my parents never

I really didn't know my father as an adult.

It was the beginning of a very dramatic period of responsibility
for me, that I assumed much earlier than I was able to. It
toughened me, but made me extravagantly independent. Much too
indpendent. Resistant. I never had any children and expanded
a great deal of maternal energy on my family and became sort of
a caretaker. Especially of my mother, who became the main figure
in my life, Bho became my child in a sense. Unconsciously she
would refer to me by my father's name, once I heard her refer
to me as mother, once when she was on the telephone at my house,
I heard her say, oh I have to go, mother says dinner is ready.
She was 55 when she said that. In a way, I was lucky to have
her puT xn that position, because it made me independent.
I developed an indepdente that was not entirely natural to me.
to a degreee that interferred with my relationships with men.
Although there were many men in my life and a marriage that lasted
15 years, I was far too indpendent for most ann. I think they
felt they couldn't domesticate though I'm very domestic,
it had to be on my terms. ©KXHixfifiXxSiiiBXBtfxthat marriage, I
came close to marriage with several men, but destroyed the reitionshps,
I couldn't bear the thought of being manipulated or oppressed.
I think I was a strong, mnconscious feminist.

l.e charactef^ bear som§"^resemblai^e/=Your

readings
male students

hat the details'Yes, I ^©uld sa;^

●<5f my work, especi^i^y tl^last novel, ca^
Y^ui;ig^omen. ^

.n care

ro

I think that a number of things strengthened my generation of
women in a pec\iliar way. One was probably that we did have
to take on certain responsibilities, at least dxperience deprivation
in our adolescene, which is a formative time to add strictures to
your life, after you've been raised in the 20*s. And then the

Which meant that we parted with an organized, prodictable
And had to protect, commiserate.

war.

society, in rehtions to men.
pity and understand the male on unusual terms, and watch him
tarn his back on us in vast numbers, auniix unidentifiable, in
uniform. We had to became practical and base our decisions
on the fact that the men weren't there...hot that they were this
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CARSON/3

That was a verycrucial thing to my generation.or that kind of man.

And the Depression itself, the sense of there being no future,
no end to it, nothing happening in the world, terrible for an
adolescent. I lived in a boom town in the 20*s, Tulsa was

extremely active and crazy and nouveau riche,QjjdjggTggritoy,
skyscrai>ers were being built alongside mud streets, a verj wild
active time, rough and celebratory,
the Depression made me used to hyper action, I was very excitable
and excited about life, I had immense uncontrolable energy. And
then to go into this big sweeping Depression.

Did you write as a teenager?

No, but I witnessed. My living was a witnessing. My mother
was very dramatic about her needs and her pains, and traumas.
She drank, she had an hysterica
she was the youngest of five da
suidide. My mother's family was a famly of hysterics, though
very intersting crazy people. That was the drama I was witnessing.
It had so much more depth and structure than Sy own life that I
beganto displace my center of attention from myself to my mother's
drama. That is a very powerful influence on my as a writer. I
became extremely observant of my mother, wary and cautious, and
felt indde^uate to help her yet felt a sense that I could. The
more depndent she got, the stronger I got and the more convinced
I got that I could help her.

I have often wondered, that is up until the last few years, if
my own sense of strength is an illusion. I know now that it
isn't. Until my mother's death, I wasn't sure.

Did you doubt your person or your art?

No, I always felt I was a good person, and when I began to
write seriously, I felt I was a genuine artists. What I
doubted was the magnitude of my s^ength. Because so much was
demanded of me, because of the collapsing people around me,

I had no model. I ekpt building this person in myself who could
counter arerything around me. I had strong grandparents, but that*
not an immediate model. There was even a very destructive dynamic
between my mother and my older sister. I think I got a great deal
of strength from my anger. If the parent isn't a justifiable
enemy, then you can't make your anger conscious. But my mother
was such a wonderful enemy, such a tragic heroine who I really
adored and understood. She was in no way prepared fro the life
she lived, she totally collapsed and then she brought herself
out of it, out of alcohlism.

my mother was a stance which allowed^me xo^projecx myseiiv ‘'wornt
When did you start transforming all this collapse around you?

X guarded and
wrote murders.

That quality of life before

augg, she was a semi=invalid,
.and three of them committed

.e:

;t

I would

earl

I suppose that everything
metahhpric wav,
character sketn

?
on

ever^wrote, in somexxa
I wrote poetry, Iwas about it.

ces.

Did you write as a teenager?
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Were you making conscious choices along the way, in terms
of what kind of man or life you wanted?

I made very rigorous uncimscious choices. The men before my

husband took my resistance too literally. Tha man I married
was ten years my jimior, I was 56 years old, but he took the
initiative and annoianced that we would be married. This was

six weeks after I met him.

What were you doing between Tulsa and thetime you married?

■T -Pi TTI glinrl my ^.ixajrring td ni-nn I got a neW pair
of shoes and one new dress and went to New York City live. W.
with school mate friends the-^^, I had 60 doll^^ie—irrmy pociet—^
and I went. I had a fabulous, mad year. r~g©4=^Job in the
Talon Zipper\ Company. I did idiot work, calculating the amount
of zipper foutage we had in stock, and I loved it. It appealed
to a part of
went to the NewXYork hospital, I was so enthusiastic that they
created a job fer me. I faked it but did very well. They
said I had takei\ the best mastoid pictures they*d ever seen.

The

mathematical mind. Then I XHrkadxiHxaxkHBpxtaix

olagid no.
gerods, unsavory

jc"**, 1 protested^ The board of directors decided I was guilty
of insubordinationX but they wanted to keep me on because they
liked my work. OnXtheir terms. So I quit. Immedately after
I quit, they intsitutied all the reforms I*d asked for.
I was so carelss in\those days, I didn't give a damn. I
was eating..lunc

But when they waited to put me on
conditions were rrible, unlocked^roomsf^la&

n^^ J^apanese restaurant when they announced
ex®ned to Tulsa and got a job ih thePearl Har

Douglas Aircraft. I didn't want an office job, I worked on

an outdoorcrew on airplanes. I drove a big truck and learned
a little mechanics.

MM Nev York in the office.
Then I lived in the country in Maryland, Ksrksdxlsxxaxstayed

six months Inmting ooft-shelled crabs
And started work

for a long time. In 1944, I tried to go back to school at UCLA.
It was too much, working full tine also, I got very involved
in an exciting life so I gave up school; .

Were you writing during this period?

Then I Qccomapttigd
tag in bookstores.ter to California.

I was working at Brentanos in Beverly Hills when I met an older
woman who bought books from me. She became my mentor, she was
the first sort of quasi intellectual older person I had contact
with,

adult life then when I was about 27.

an author, Woolf, Forester, Yeats...this woman was my studious
intellectual friend,

philosophy, it was rather nourishing for^^^.^
of opening for me. And the book business wa
I was writing poetry, terrible poetry.

I would say I didH the most concentrated reading of my
I would read all of

she read Pascal, she was excited about
.w«Da&t was a kind

education.^ .

I began to write afew
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I would write a piece of dialgoue or a description of somebody.
Little fragments. I didn't pay attention in school, I was
diverted. I was bored, school was never exciting enough and
they didn't go fast enough. I was 14 before I realized I could
learn something in school. The teacher said something I connected
to. Afterwards, I said something io a friend, that I should have
listened better, I was going to remember all of it. And my fr^d
said, well, you can have my notes. I said, what? She sai my
notes. And the whole thing fell into place for me. That the
other people sitting there were taking notes on what the teacher
was saying. I guess I thought they were doing what I was doing,
doodling. I was shocked and embarassed and became very secretive
after that. I'd never let anybody see anything I wrote. It
was a queer initiation, I became conscious that there was a process,

that school was trying to hand me something, that being taught
and learning was something. I felt like Helen Keller! Suddenly.
I was a very wild kid. Always making the world. I wouldn't
submit to structure.

Did you go to college?

I Bn3iy went for a year and a half, my rich aunt sent me and
then c ouldn'tanymore. Then+n
bringing money in. I got a j
a colle^efashion column for the newspaper,
crap,
write

that everyone who goes to Smith College had towear pearls and
saddle shoes. And all the girls took my very seriously,
this was Tvilsa. I had no concern with validity.

That was your first writng job?

:gother told me I had to start
5 in a department store and wrote

I made up all this
, if I decided I didn't like dark^red liptstick.ni wouldo.

B that it was no l9nger in style™'^A5dS5*mlSr4lMe^Ml some gir.

Of course,

Yes. After a few selling jo^» I got a radiologist in Tulsa
p give me x-ray training, w became a technician. It's possible
hat I became accidnetally sterilised there, I was not properly

protected from the equipment.

-I
What motivated thit?

I I was interested in medicine. I seriously considered becoming
a doctor, but I coiildn't possibily organize my life that way,
or submit to the structure, but I liked the idea of it. I had

been a good spychologist to my mother! by sheer necessity.
. I had to to survive.

Whoa did you marry?

At age 56, but I had lived with several men before, ilveryone
thought I was very strange.

Did you want to get married bffore then,xdHxiHg?

I wanted to but I wanted ixMaxthe kind of strength in a man
that would not allow me to dominate him. It was almost impossible
to find.because strong men don't generally want strong women.
And I wasn't a weak woman.
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Then someone came into the store and mentioned a

I said I'd like to work there.

stories.

new college that was opening.

Very confident! Never having vjorked in colleges!

I was confident, I could get any job I wanted. I worked at
the college in public relations. I was caryying on like cszay
living it up in LA, I lived in Long Beach briefly and worked
in public realtions. But I didn't li£e that life,

Lid you feel that your life, changing jobs, moving
around, was antagonistic to what other women your
age were doing?

Yes, I was alittle envitous of the ease with which they seemed
to settle down.into domestic lives. But I think I thought of
myself, from the very beginning, as somfebody else. Even as a
child.

%

Your youth was flamboyant?

I was really wild. I was always having affairs and having
a great time. I was moral in my relationships, I had many

of them, but never two at a time. I wasconstantly sexually
involved, but I think it was half childlike. I think it was
very difficult for me to take myself seriously as a mature
woman ● ● ●

And therefore as an artist?

V/ell, I had a stronger sense of myself as a person, than either
a female or an artist. The identification of female, possibly
procreative, wife...that was much dimmer to me.

In Drives,
but a name... as though it were extremely particular for you...

It was a difficult word to use inf reference to myself for a long
time.

t^SSSn wasn't a world.

Why did you start taking yourself seriously as a woman?

I'll tell you, I was working full time aatx UCLA and my mother
called me one time and said, I know you’ve been trying to write,
and I know it's difficultmwith your job. I can’t afford to help
you here, but would you like to go to Mexico for a year. I would
support you. I said sure! I'ly sister was divorced aid desperate
and so we all went, her two kids, and drove to Mexico. We lived
in San Miguel for almost a year. I wrote sporadically, in between
a affair with a wonderful Spanish man, who lived at night and
came to see me at 11 and left at 4 and it ruined my life but it
was wonderful! My mother had just come out of her alcohlism
and I was very fixed to her. She had a hell of a lot to do
with why I avoided marriage, I guess.

|motional subject of my life. At any rate, I was set to go
She was the moral and
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Italy ahen I was called and told ttet my father died. We
returned to the states. I'ly father left me an income. That

when I was not only able to stop being employed, but begin
to take myself seriously as an independent adult and pursue life
on my terms. I was also able to buy a house. That gave me
a tremendous sense of grown-upness, I was in my early 30's then.
And it also just gave me the time to write.

Was it difficult settling into writing after liing such
an active and flamboyant life?

was

Terribly terribly hard. To start writing on those terms, all
) by myself. I had no disclipine, that was the story of my youth!

I worked hard at jobs, f did them well and people usually didnt
fire me, I &eft.

Had you ever done any sustained writing before?

Several years before, I started to write a novel, I wrote
about four chapters. I went ta somewhere on a train and met
Hamilton Bassow, drinking a beer, reading the Hew Yorker.
He was awfully friendly and I told him I was trying to be a
writer and he said send me something. So I samt him pieces
of the work,

as editor in chief of Viking,
admired at as a first attempt but that it wasn't ready yet,
that I'd beaxix an interesting writer.

And he sent it to a man who was just retiring
He read it and said he greatly

What xuck!
was trying

e things I triEd to explore in First I-dan was
The ecnomics of my main characterwere

My feeling is

Yes, One of ^

the metaphysic 'laf luck,
that if you don'^have love, you have luck,
that luck is an elbi^ent present in the life of a loved person,

oved people are lucky. My character didn't
se to ride on luck because he knew he

Ps^as terribly lucky in my life. I
because I was so uttei^ availalbe,
eople just aren't. The bad luck
X really wasn't available.

I don't think that

have that clear,

couldn't get love,

don't kno^ "why, I think it'X^
to the moment, that lots of p
of my life came at times when

He cR

But

What did you do with that early piece of literary luck?

I didn't franticallyQueerly enough, I took ih in a rather cool way.
I half consciously knew I was a writer, I was nottry to write,

in any way surprised when my first novel was published ● ● ●

Bid you feel obsessively ambitious at any time?

More a deisre to do the thing that was
More that this is what I was and must do. Hot

Hot that I wanted

That was what

What was driving me. But
I couldn't focus it until I could get hold of my life. I knew
that if I got married and some&Sg^were supporting me

Ho, it wasn't burning,
natural to me. L___.

that I wanted to get a novel published,
success and fame, but that Ihad to do this thing,
all that undefined energy was about.
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CARSOK/8

I might surreptitiously do that, but I couldn't justify someone
supporting me to do the thing that I wanted to do instead of
what he wanted to do. He Particular
psychic energy into raising a family ana x mew that if I marr- _ --. hat if I married

him, I would use hir. to to this other thing I wanted to do.
There was no way I could tell any man that. But they all sensed
it. They sensed that I wasn't about to be caught for their
purposes. If they were going to catch me, they'd have to do it
on my own terms.

When did you discover that the natural thing for you to
be doing was writing?

I never really discovered it. It was just always true.
I was aware that writing was not a new thing, something that was
being made conscious. One time I went to a bookstore I had worked
in and wanted to open a charge account. The assistant manager
told me to fill out a card. I said, well, I'm not doing anyting
Wight now butwritirg , so I'll put writer. And he said, ah®
and he lagghed. And I thought, okay, baby, and two years
later he was having an autograph party for me.

You started calling yourself a writer when you had an

income that allowed you to write?

Yes, Not only did my father dying release me to write, it
released me into a whole new sexual reitionship with3£n.,__
an adult relationship. That was daszling to me-:^—r"started
going to a woman shrink in LA. That's when I really began to
write. I started my first novel. I wrote two or three little
stories, nothing pimporant. And I met some women writers who
I really liked a lot. A wonderful friendship with three women.
All of whom lived in a house together, all writing. Two who
were Tgsnrg^T published novelists. One, a pod;. They were very
very important to me, toxjtHxx my beginning as a writer.
Especially Isabelle Zi^ler. She influenced lots of writers'
lives, a tremendous encouraging woman.

Half way through the novet^
involved with great mad people in LA, Renata Lrucks, a painter,
Anais Nin, Kenneth Anger the filmmaker, Curtis Harrignton, at Fox.
A wonderful group.

Although,

7

worked as a gardner
was living in

ecam

Were you wanting to get married?

Suddenly.
After tfierapy, after this independence.Yes I think Iwas.

the reason I thought I could bas that I had established myself
in writing, it was no longer precarious, I knew that no one could
ever interfere with it again. It was after I'd sold some stries,

I married, I sold my novel almost immediately
It was turned down twice and

but not the novel,

through Isabelle Z%ler*s agent,
sent to Harper and they bought it.

Your life was on its way.
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-aarriago. I had more success than
my husband, I was older. It was hard on him. V/e got grants
together at Huntington Hartford Houndatin and there I met

everybody who recommended me for a (xuggenhffiim.

Was your husband writing as well?

He was trying to write movies and plays. But he wasn't as
motivated as I was.

Was your life as a writer hard on your marriage?

Yes. And my marriage was hard on my life as a writer., It
didn't interfere with my writing per se, but there were always
psycholggical problems.

How do you feel in general about being an artist and
being married?

I would live with someone, it would be nice to spend my old age
with someone. But in general, I think it's almost impossible.
I think you can do ten things hut you can only ^ one thing.
There are a lot of people writing now who aren't writers, who
aren't artists. I dothink artists are a different breeed of

human beings, ±±x I think being an artist is a state of being
in which one is helplessly what one is, no better or worse

than any other state of being, but it is different. believe
that, I experience that every day. I think that's what stands
between me and all human beings who aren't artists. And there

is nothing between me and human beings who are artists and
there is a barrier between me and those who aren/t. I have
friedns who aren't artists and I like them and admire them,
and I want them to understand me, but I don't think they can/
I think I can understand them a little better than they can me.
I-Iaybe that's a projection, Icbn't Icnow. But I don't think it's

the same world. Therefore, for me, if I lived with another

person, they would have to be an artist. But mainly, I think
it's impx almost impossible for a woman.

2z V^hy particularly for a woman?

Forget for a moment the historical demands. I'm much more

of a biological determinist than that. I really feel that I
hads an immense amoount of natural desire to nourish, natural
domesticity. If there is a person there for whom to make

my domsstic scene, I do it rathereasily, and I take a tremendous
amount of steam off the head by doing it. It becomes habitmal,
we turn into what we do. And also, I think that the timing and
rhythm of marriage, I think that marriage is prose and the
solitary life is poetry. It has the structure of prose, the
rhythm and logic of prose. The novel is an historical phenomenon.
I think that marriage is not an anarchistic enough of a state
for an artist to live in. It may be that part of what's happening
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in the v/orld is that more real artists are flourishing and
there are much more seromous inroads into styles of marriage.
Perhaps artists set up the pattern that others adopt. I don*t
know.

YOu did write two novels, and one pisK book of non-fiction
while you were married.

Yes and the three months of research it took me to do the non-

ficition book almost broke up my marriage. My husband couldn*t
stay alone for three months. Within two years after that book,
I left him. I rpa produced half the number ofbooks I would have

had I not been married. And qualified work. Some reviewer wrote

that my second novel was in part, an act of will. And for instance,
Stanford University, after my first novel came out, asked me to
apply to our writers grant, they would have given me adegree and
gave me money to do writing. I could have used it, the guidance
and education. I turned it down because I was married,
feel I could drag him around for my purposes,
that Tillie Olsen had and took.

I didn't

It's the opportunity

What do you think is the alternative to marriage, for
an artist in this period of history, iSax for a woman
who wants to use that natural natturing facility and
who wants to make art as well?

I see no pesssbility but some if men go through the de-compression
chamber and out of the patriarchal structure,
women, who can find the kind of man they want to live with in a

more agrarian non structured non patriarchal way, if the man is
equally domestic, so that they aren't set up with polarised and

therefore force filled vacancies. The woman always rushes into
the vacuum of that which the man does not do, and he into the

vacuum of what she does not do and that's changing a lot and
its helpfiil. I also think it's got to be possible for artists

to live extrememly iJ^'^egendggJ* lives with somebody down
at the corner or next door. Socks you never know, whether his
dishes bt- ^^_jan/ If you do not know those things about a man,
but know the other more important things, if you don't share
donettics, but do share lives , it may be ideal, it may be the
only way.

There are a few who've done it. Look at the protection Woolf had.
gDcxthatxrHXKxAitHa:ixHHx±±kKxx3fzrgxiiiaxWsHifxxaxxiii, an outrageous
genius, a brilliant, totally devoted husband, she had some money,
he became her wife.

I see it for some

Then there's the whole issue of the muse for a woman artist.

The muse, in my estimation, of the V/estern world, is a female.

Sither you find the muse in yourself, if you're a female,
you find the muse in the female aspect of your subject, you

find the muse in the female part of your male mate, or you
find it in another woman. But I do believe the muse is axMEimsHfemale.

It depends on who you are as to which one is poissible for you.
That has as much to do with the troubles women have as artists

as anything else.
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Edith Wharton, whore was her muse. She had a devoted, mother

figure, a servant, who li:j^d with her and nourished her her
whole life. And she had a on the fringes
and was changed only once, SfixxsKKiffia&aaxKaEkxcovered 35 years
fo Edith’s life. She hurried, with great sorrow, both of them.
Wharton lived in essentially a female household. Double support

V/hile she sought intellecutal
mle company, she had close reationships with women. Even her

husband wasn’t a dominant masculine figure on the domestic scene.

I_think she was fortified by these servants, who were companion
figures. She had an atagonistic relationship with her mother,
but found a lot of strength in herself. She was the center of

a kind of literary world for a long time. She created the

atmosphere, to which all these literary men gravitated, but
it was hers, the men didn’t live there. She was the center

for a radiating group of artists and intellecutals. She woke

up in the morning and gave orders to her housekeepers, but she
stayed in bed and wrote all morning.

systEBisxxof the feminine in her life.

She never bogged herself down with the particulars of
domestics.

She didn't enter the world of the fixed domestic role.
She stayed in her own version of femininity and domesticity.
But not to serve Emybody. She never served anyone but a guest.
The servatnts stood between her and her husband. I think that's

really vitally important.

What you’re saying is that the female artists has to
free herself from the traditional servile role in order
to serve herself?

To serve herselfand to keep her female core and essence in tact

and not to disperse it among men and children if she’s going
to try to draw it back^to thg„art. It has to be a kind of
unbroken pod, it’s a pi&saia#gjl''V±ginity, I think. I think

it's one of the reasons that Hksxx the minute I got some start
as a writer, I was able to risk living with a man on those
terms. I got that thing going to a point where I knew I could

keep it away from invasion. had to slow it down, I’ve
had to compromise it, I've had to deal with my own basic
limitiations and the limitations of the life I decided to live.

1 needed lu have u ulepdy life when I married, a steady
life and I-needod to stop being a

This issue is terribly serious. You can’t take it too seriously.
The baauty ofyour generation is that there's some possibility.
Can you imagine me in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in the 30's and 40's,
trying to take myself serious as an artist? Anybody with any
variation on the local bourgeois theme, anybody with any creativity
really tried to get out of that tmtn. The freaks, the artists,
the crazy people just left. There was no one to look to.

I also think you have to sacrifice,
that you aren't going to have everything,
myself every every day, that my strength comes from concentration,

No!

I think you have to decide
I have to remind
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from narrowing myself in on what I have chosen, and sacrificing,
giving up all kinds of things, giving up diversions, giving up
lelping people. tiaf^liieCi8^ myself too thing,
reading a manuscript tnat’'^s never gulng to amount to anything,
bhat I don't need or wants to read anyway, I have to constantly
md ruthlessly cut all that stuff off and it's not in my nature
bo do it. It's very hard for me to do, I cut some, not all

5f it off. In other words, be as selfish as a man is, often,
iround his "career." A man is much more likely to be totally
mcompromising. And just take gor granted, the world assumes

:hat he's busy.

Does teaching help channel some of that nurturing
you spoke uf?

energy

'es, but it also interferes, I like to teach very little, by
:hoice. I wasn't really trained to be a teacher. I'm a good
:eacher, but I don't want to do it full tine. I wouldn't even

:each half time if I didn't need the money. I've learned a

Leu of a lot from teaching, though, it forced me to do a lot

)f mental organization and to structure my life in a certain

'ay. I fiahdhed my 3rd novel while teaching almost full time

■t Bennington, Iworked from S pm to 1 am, xsix nights a week
0 finish the book and it nearly killed me. I worked on the

'ook for a year living on the adaance and then I had to teach
’ull time.

Have you ever been able to live off your writing completely?

o, but I've never tried and I refuse to because it means grinding
t out. There are arguments in favor of doing that, it might
ave been good for me, and I did come close when I got the advance
n this book, but I couldn't quite bring it off. I separited
rom my husband, I couldn't quite make the transition. I

ent to Eurpe three tines though.

Did you actively look for teaching Jobs?

0, I made it known to a writer friend that I would like to

each and was offered a ^^ob.at SF State. Once I was a Yaddo

nd casually mentioned I was running out of money and would
ike to teach and wasxsffars heard about

nd wound up teaching there for three years.

V/as there ever a time in your literacy career that you
had to promote yourself?

job at Benningtona

'VG sold axsxythxHgx all the books I’ve written,
any short stories and sold very few of them,
Lmost everything I've tried to sell. I would say that I
aven't been a success at promoting my work, but Id also say
lat I haven't had the proper attention . I haven't hustled,

should have a little. For me, it was always a matter of
Dnserving time, and a certain shyness and lack of conviction
:>out hustling.

I've written
But I've sold

I feel that I'm only still ^learning to write
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a novel, that 1‘m learning something very big about the novel
that I will know. I'm going to write at least two more novels,
and I'm going to know that in those two. In a certain way,

I think of all my work as exercise. I would like to take a
couple of yeas and learn to write the short story, which I don
tkxnk feel I have a grasp on
very close to knowing wh.'" '
primarily,as

I'm also writing plays, I'm
ay is, but I think of myself

is.

t

nov^ist. That's.where my heart
fa! WHWv A fmd f

V/hen I'm writing a'novel, I have imnense happiness,
just perfect. ^ don'tcare what is happening,
but during that timet^I^^nave^ftais terrific kind of transcendent

It's

happiness. xAxggrkiaaxsxgitKaRHtyxaxfgglxHgxgfxgHgipgtgHgg. I
don't have that with a play, I have a certain excitement and
feeling of competence, rather like composing music, but it
isn't that happy world I live in with the novel. The novel,
for mek, is like a location, I like the expanse of a novel,
I love lives, I like being able to examine lives, and I like
history. I'm sort of Edwardian, in my feelings, in my taste,
in the way I'd like to live.

Do you think that women make art differently from men?
Both in the act of creation and the product.

Suie , why shouldn't they. I'm interested in that subject.
In a way, I've not examined it consciously yet, because I'm
brewing something. It has to do with time and timing. The
reason men are historians is not simply that men have dominated
all the intellectual fields. I think it's because they don't
experience the ends of sycles the way we do. The profound
definition of time to a male, I suspect, is a very long thing.
The deep definition of time to a woman, I suspect, lies somewhere
between the 28 day cycle and the nine month cycle. And that we
see something profound come to an end by the time it takes for
a new life, that lives inside one, to gsmgx emerge. The moment
that new life emerges is so dramatically available, and visible,
and unqualified—the baby is either in or out—.That perhaps
woman's sense of time is based on these cycles in some way.

We experience these cycles in the abstract, whether we have them
ixgaHtxkgkkxygaxhgxxdramattgxor not, we all go thru some of them,
menopause for example. I can't tell you how dramatic my sense

of my cycle-physical sense is different now than it was say,

four years ago. I'm very conscious now of having been propelled
into eternity in some way. To another kind of time. I experience
another kind of time.

V/hat was it before?

It was much more primitive, much more locked in, much more

physical. I felt I was always being had by nature, in some way.
Dow I feel it has very little use for me. In any case, I feel
sprung from Nature's motives now.

Is that a relief?

Partly. Nature no longer needs me as a breeder. After all,
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there wasa time when women my age were facing death. I'm facing
mother piece of my life, could be 15 years of a pretty good life.
[ experience that physically, just the change after menopause.

How do you think it affects your work?
How do you exerpience the change?

Ct increases' my-petsBivlt^r,—thank-god^ it increases my experience
ly sense of history. I feel even, much more related naturally
:o the idea of the study ofhistory. I much more acutely able
:o appreciate beauty, without there being a demand on me to

iither be part of it or recreate it. Although, my creative
ibilities haven't dminished. My energy has a little, though
: had so much, I'm almost grateful to get rid of a little of it!
:t was not easy for me to control it earlier. I have a much

lore acute visual sense of the world, and that may be because
:'m not so urgently in needof making my life. Some of my students
lere over not long ago, and I was looking at thaib, and I thought,
low weird andmaybe senile of me to look at those kids and be able

:o see nothing wrong with them. Nothing! I cannot find anything
'rong with them. How that's wither that I have removed myself
'rom their field of compettion, that I'm old enough as a creature
lot to compete with them. Or I have been released in a way from
he demands of the world, that the world doesn't need me anymore,

hat I look at them as art objects. I alwasy looked at the human
reature as an art object, but now I realize how well they do
'ith what they have, partly as compared to how I did.

I can't believeVbhat you didn't ● ● ♦

'h, but what I haven't\jold you is how many errors I made, how
lumbsy I was, how much

ommitments, what an immolate flashy hot temper I had, how
;HiEiKxax impatient I was\ often flighty,
ut I've been alaiig haughty\often scornful,
it of a snob, at times, AnX that's a disease,
f raised with some sense of ^ing superior in some way.
don't feel morally superior. \l was a very good animal,
lived very close to my efody, iX carried me through my life,
revered it, I depended on it. liiat gave me a very good

ense of strength and superiority, \pt a judgment of other
eople, but I didn't see very many pXpple doing that.

ran in front of certain kinds of

I had no malice,
I was a little

I was sort

In one of yours books, you said something about how
getting older, is the efHdyx person not being able to
live out the promise of the bo^^...

hat is a way of saying that the basic tragedy with which
uman creature lives is mortality. That's all I meant,
f you step off the wheel, if you're not so driven, as ^
bserver, you have a tremendous amount of pleasure^'ina^pSar;
nd whatever the wold is up to is not going to dramatically
hange your life anymore. And I believe that a large part
f it is biolgical. Whatever nature does to you, it prepares

ou for vour death fianlly. Marvelously and subtly. I take
reat pleasure in the fact that I finally know something.

a

s
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I knew what survivors Imow, I knew alot, but I know something
different now.

What are your greatest stuiibling blocks as a writer?

As a fiction writer, getting started, getting the right tone
of voice. I wrote my second novel once, completely, then
tore it up and wrote it all over again, because the tone waSn*t
right, I*m working on a short novel now and I*ve written the

opening thirty pages at least seven times, that's more than the
length the novel will be.

Dmn't you get discouraged?

Yes, I do.

You must want to tell that story.

I'm clearly tenacisou, but I don't have very good habits.
I work every morning tlB t I can, but I'm too easily distracted,
Xtend to take on too much. I enjoy life too much, which is
fa?tSlrr^ I think that the need and desire to live as been my
biggest problem as a writer, but I also think it has fed me.

Ss a poet, you have an advantage,
a given spasm of time, but as a novelist, you can't, a novel
is a commitment of a couple of years at the least, first
novel was a six month job, but my second one was ten years.

My lack of education is a^^©xaxgraatxmy greatest stmSaialing block.
I've read a great deal, I've studied randomly,but when you're
young, if you have a good education, and have applied that
structure to your knowledge, then your entire adult life can
draw on what the brain has been asked to do in the way of ^
compartmentalizing and ordering knowledge. And if it has <
not been applied, and in high school you didn't have to bothe
to attend to the little you got, then it's a matter of not
having laid in that way of processing knov;ledge. The brain
fogs a little and stumbles and resists, doing that not. That's
one of the things I get out of structuring a novel, I have iti , '
my own creations, tut it's quite differer-^ "--om AxyJLmw-
ifcype of structuring. When you're young, to read with guidance,
if you have a mentor when you're young, it's invaluable. I'
beginning to study medieval history and I would really like
to study with a good medieval scholar, someone with peripheral
knowledge, someone who knows how to go through that kind of
study, I'd also like to do with the 18th century, I'd like
to learn 3 or 4 languages, I'd like to beable to read the
good literature of other cultures.

Is that what you need to be able to continue your work?

you can complete a work in

Not to continue. One of the reasons I have written close to

youth, close to metaphor, close to the primitive, American
early sources, is that my conscious intellectual life has been
neglected compared to the other. For instance, one of the
problems I have with my new novel is that I've chosen to make
the female protagonist an art historian and there are somany
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I feel I ought to know, and I don*t mean little pieces of
knowlege I can go and look up. A mass of experience. I
need to know a lot of what this educated, intelligent woman
would know about.

I also think I should have read three times the amount of

fiction I did. One of the reasons I haven't is that I can't

read a novel when I writing one.

I^ny novelists say that. Why?

Because I hear the rhythm cf it andxi, I hear the music of it,
ind I fear it will get into mine. While something is emerging
from the unconscious, I don't desire to hear someone else's

work on the problems I'm dealing with.

You must be aware that you're tapping into a very fragile
realm and it's as ifyou're protecting it.

Yes. xitis^Siaxsama as why I didn't get married until I had

made conscious what I was doing. I think you r^ly have to
be conscious of what you're doing before you have any control
over it. Otherwise youf'XEXzx control is primitive, creaturly
but not mental. You can be snuck up on if you're not conscious.

Or you can sabotage yourself.

By emotional indulgence. My family was so. I also went
to at least one movie a week when I was growing up where
a woman like Bette Davis, or Joan Crawford, or Loretta Young
was emoting on the screen for all she was worth, I believed

that this way the way I should behave! It took me a long time
to realize that that was their emotion not mine.

What saved you from the self-destruction of most of
your family?

Because they were alcohilics, I coiildn't be! I also think

I had a powerful sense of self-preservation, and of being
totally responsiblity for my own body. It's aboslutely
vital to me as a writer. I was very phsycial, as a child,
bood in gymanstics, ran track in grade school and beat the
boys because I was taller and had longer legs. ,

How have you sabotaged your own efforts?

With love affairs, my preoccupation with them.
Although my talent for happiness usually overrode that,
be sad too easily.
sadness is a waste of time to me.
sorrow

Partly, the Suffering.
I can't

family's life was so taagic that mere
I've experienced greattragic

but chronic kinds of sadness are shallow to me.

In two of your novels, you prrtray two male characters,
randfathers who assume paternal roles, who express
egreat that they never knew what to give their progeny,
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almost a kind of impotency as far as raising their kids.
That kind of regreat is never voiced by the maternal
figures,
sophsitcated 'welathy, effective men is that they didn't
know what to give their offspring, Not only that, they

didn't know what that thing was that they should have given.

The one major regreat of these two educated,

In my
than

I, in turh7~assumed my

These men you protray, who don't know how to be nourishing,
are they expressing the deficits of their own fathers?
Under the increasing pressure on men to assume equal
responsibility forchild rearing.

ife, my fi
smother

:er>etands on s more maternal, more nurturing
ecause\my motner didn'K^ow now to be that,

theirs role. v J

These men are isolated oty the patriarchy and this isolation
makes them impotent. I think that these men gave rise to
my generation of women. I don't think that our
gave rise to us as much as the frontier male, an
farmer.

mothers really
a educated

Those men were not raising their children,
mean historically?

Bo you

They were in fact raising their children, they were alone
with their clan, they made huge decisions , they were the

were theirwisdom and the tribal chiefs, so to s
own establishment. It was not the wo

ak
m

ere oppressed
themselves, who were going to urge my generation of women

They may have refined us in certain ways, but they didn't
push us through v;ith any kind of sense of aggression and
survival. generation of women falls back on those strange

modelsT^The figure that gave rise to the modern American
woman is a man. After all, it has been a patriarchal culture.
The early American is a male. There's no culture in the world
that has leess of ihe female power in its history than ours.

The nature of the frontier created that. In that culture,
the woman was as much the man's charge as the children were.

A hell of a lot of the westward movement took place in large
conclaves of all men, all men isolated from women, for long
periods of time. There's a powerful male presence in our origens.

n,

on.

male

I think it's par\
eschewing patriar
rebate to European patriarchy.
Ford rise to the surfa

ofhisotry that are esche^^g them,
with his own demise, he was\b
himself as being anachronisti
In some deep way.

of what's happening to us now.
hy in a very fierce way that almost doesn't

I think fmgures like Nixon and
in order to cooperate with the forces

Nixon so faithfully cooperated
ent on some deep understanding of
a and bent on self-destruction.

We are
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What^s left for women who have not created the
history you're speaking of?

I think that my generation of women is the first influential
generation of women. As a generation,
my mother's generation had to depart from Victorian rearing,
that left them almost helpless, then the Depression and Second

World War job for them. Those things strengthened
me if they didn't kill mer I think our influence as a generation
isn't really recorded or tapped and formalized. I think that

the reason there are so many strong young women now in their
30's has to do with my gneration of women who had to survive

the Depression and go to work during the war and receive what
was left of the male population after the war. „aet out of the

way so the man Mhsx could have their jobs back.'^^M affaftSSle,
and compromising. In some psycholgoical way, the men going
off to war gave us a lot of freedom. We were released from

the old structures. It was also very tragic. ?or the males

Because the women of

more so.

V/hat's in store for the novel ^ made by a woman?

I don't consider myself an authority on the contemporary novel,
so it’s hard for me to say. But I can tell you that I think

that this whole trend toward diary keeping and autobiographical
writing is a temporary period which allows KfimauxtHx writers,
and I ih?/- ,;jnjn have stimiiLated it—to come out thru

it. But I don't think it's essentially a literary phenonmenon.
I think it's a good way to start. There will always be, and
it's no new thing, a type of stream of consciousness writing
more supported by women than men.

g^re for them, to express certain kindsof innerexperience.
Tdon't think that there's a whole new world of fiction coming
through it. I have a sense of there being an attempt to sKaiia
relate the novel to history again, in the way of the great
19th century bourgeois novels, those great still ships that
don't move very fast, that are essentially a picture of a
social world, and I think there's going to be some kind of

recapttutalion of American life again. For one thing, we've
lost the world of the town and become an urban population.
And then there's been a strange move back to the town, ^

terms. It.seems.to me that out of that there's going to
some re-axs3caa!gisfi of the town. Which means the family,
the culture, the tri;^£^^But also, just regard voice and style.
It's quite possiblethat we will tap many more levels of the
cinematic in literature,

of a cinematic approach to time.
Seven Beauties interests me in its approach to time,
series of still in the middle of action,

some way a feminine phenonemon, related perhaps to the way
women see.and experience time. The still thing in the middle
of the action. The surrounding of stills by motion. I

It seems a far more natural

on new

I come

Because of what is available in terms
Fo r instance, the film

It*s a

I think that is in

time )erceptions is
xpress ourOr
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particular time perceptions, alter linear sequencing. I
think the linear is essentially male. Take a book like
The Golden Notebook, it’s like a city inside a womb, as

vast stillness. The perception of whattime is is therefore
the perception of history. This comes as our perceptions of
space are changing/. That to me isa really interesting possibility
in what will conceptually change in the novel. I don't, you see,

anticipate the novel disappearing. But story telling will alter
dramatically.

I find that to be true of your last two novels, your give
a story but your narration isn't linear, you've broken it
up with different points of view and diffes?ent voices.

I was trying to create layers, a kind of series of fugues.
The possibility of breaking up and combining simultaneous
utterances.

€
You told me that your third ncrel, marked your last

fling with your background, that you had been accused*^
of regionalism. Have you been termed regional by
critics? ^

I have been, but it hasn't been damaging, excpet insome
odd slight. Alfred Kasin, for instance, thinks that I'm
a very good writer but says he isn't interested in what I
write. Partly that because Kazin is an urban Jew and he's
quite far afield from my settings. There is a certain urban
kind of person who believes that work put in a isKai rural
setting isn't relevant. Presuming they were prepared to
like my work but didn't care for the region, I think it's
that they don't believe that it's rea^/. If you do a Southern
seLtlhg, the South i^ far"more familiar to the reader than
say the middle of the country or the Ozarks or Appalachia.
If you take writers like Scott Fitzgerald, and Anderson, and
Willa Gather, they have written to and of and era and a place
that introduced the reader to regional America. They're not
contemporary. REgional America isn't real to most readers. That
Wright Morris is little read lies partly in this problem. He's
a good writer and no one i>elieves that the plains are real because
they don't exist anymore. I feel that my best reviews came^v

from Kansas City, Missouri for Girlie, understanding of the l^o^
and the break up of that time in the world. From places where
these things were not familiar, the protagonist is dealt with
in the review as a modern heroine. The other things I'm saying
aren't dealt with.^ And of course, I don't think that the
characters are the whole book. One of the reasons I broke up
the voices of the characters is that I'm not per se interested
in writing a novel about a 19 year old girl. I'm interested in
what era she represents, An American life, I'm interested in
sacrificed figures who become ironic who have roles in the
next generation of women. I didn't get the attention I wanted
or needed on that book , partly because of the tyramiy of the
New York times which didn't review it.
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Why vas that? Because you live on the West Coast? Because
of the air tight regionalism of the East?

It was partly the fault of the publishers,
good advance notice, and ddin't get the response they wanted.
Part of it was me, it had been a long time since I published
a novel.

They did a pretty

There are huge spaces betv;een my work-ijjg^J^g thj
that*s worked worst against me is the time element. ^Be^^
I get good reviews when I get them,
with short stories.

ications.
aus

I'm not filling it in

Have you felt any sexism in the literary world? It's
hard to use that word with you because you seem to have
made your way through the obstacles.

Yes, I've felt some. An example was during a party I went
to , there was a young writer, a good friend, he had invited
editors and other writers. I met ihy friend's editor and everyone
else was intpcrduced as this is Herb G-old, the novelist, this is
Leo Litwag, the novelist. This is Jo Carson. Period, I spent
the evening at the party, and talked at length with the ditor,
who didn't know I was a writer until he asked me for a ride to

his hotel. We got in the car and suddenly discovered that he
was from Texas and I from Oklahoma and we had a lot in common.

We talked about hhe Civil Rgiths movment and I told him I was
trying to ge
woman and lie

untapped has got a hell of a lot to say, there's something
veiy powerful she
to talk plenty and I want to find out what she has to say.
And so he said, well, write me up a pperspectus on it and send
it to me. And I did. And Delacorte gave me an advance to go
to the South.

,ern Negpo
:±xxthat

got to say. And I said, I think she's goings

your ac^dents.Another one

and then in/acar!
The first/novel in a train.

But I/wasn't^eing to lay myself on him and
and 11 am so. And I didn't. But it y
fort

say I am a novelist
ame out. And oddly

Because my male host was negligent.●us.

Iri tmCmiU LuC

The more you manufacture and fictionize as an artist, the
less easy it is to say what your life is about. I don't
make strong distinctions beteeen the life of my imagination
and my actual experience. It's almost impBsible to tell anything
straight anyway. And for a fiction writer, it's doubly impossible,
because we invent as we open our mouths. I think that the very
deep things like my preoccupation with the necessary pra tragedy
of my mother's life is so old and profoud, that only now that
she's dead, able to define how I've used my life in writhg.
I think that my life, as I could quickly make it available,
is a counter-construction over a life that I couldn't afford

to live,
for the

Over the life I might have lived if it hadn't been
tragedy of my fami?”. ..’ho I was. I'm not sure I know now.

/jU
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It's slike someone who's had surgery and developed thousands
ifif alternate muscle systems. I've developed a very complex,
very chameleon like, very solid in certain ways, other self,
I have feund many alternate routes that I've made deep because
of the facts of my mother’s life, I think it fed my creative
life. There's no difference between my life and my ^-Jriting

life, no easy demarcation.

Did you ever want there to be?
wistful

No, but I have had desires, a great nostalgia for giving it up.
Giving up writing for the sake of living with allmy talent for
enjoying life. I do it anyway.* I was taught to be a great
player. But I have a lot of secret, driven ambition. I have
only the ambition to be peocnized for what I do best, when I
do it. I have no ambition for an abstract position, for fame.
I have ambition to be recognized for what I do.

Then you begin to do what you do, you can't go back

Yes, you move toward your choices. When I first started writing,
I couldn't sit down still at a desk, I had to have a desk built
for me a stand up height and I sat on the edige of a high ttool
so that I was the same height as when I wad walking, so I could
pace around the room. I coijildn't have done it otherwise.

Do you have the feeling, did you that you were missing
out on something?

Yes, you are when you choose to be an artist. But it may not
be of much value! You have to be sure of what your gaining.
It’s so abstract in a way, that's what has to be built all the
time, so that it becomes a culture, a world that you can't
resist any longer, so familiar to you that fianlly you not only
can't resist it but that you're used to it. That's why you
have to do it regularly.

# ● ●

What makes an artist?

Some fear of death in the childhood of the artist. Some deeply
qualified enemy figure? Not a classic straight enemy, but one
you can't treat as an enemy, someone who takes the role of the

Someone you mythicize, symbolize forever, once a
then you begin to make the fictive
The imagination of a child can drive

You either becomeeccentric \mder terrible

antagonist,
partial villian, ambiguous,
world around that extreme,

such figure into myth,
stress orwith freedom.


